general introduction	«
character—but only if! But this is impossible so long as
we are the opponents of Eussia in Turkey, in the Balkans
and in the Slav districts of Austria-Hungary. Herein
lies the insurmountable obstacle placed by history. In
such a case we barter our independent political future
for a temporarily great economic advantage, for through
this alliance our prosperity will indeed develop "but so
also will Russia's strength, until finally Russia will shake
us off, because she no longer needs us."
The political problems of European Turkey are con-
cerned mainly with the contiguous countries of Bulgaria
and Greece. The failure of the Allies to accord Bulgaria
an outlet to the Aegean Sea, in contravention of the
Treaty of Neuilly, is an open sore. The much-sought
city of Adnanople remains in Turkish hands; moreover
the Karagach sector, another vital strategic center, has
Turkish sovereignty with adjoining Bulgarian and Greek
outposts. The special interest taken by France in the
Balkan States, Poland, and Russia may help to keep alive
the disorders in southeastern Europe.
With respect to the Moslem countries of western and
central Asia (for example, consult the Treaty with
Afghanistan), the Kemalist State was regarded as the
natural leader and spokesman. Perhaps the sensational
action of the Grand National Assembly in overthrowing
the sultanate and in taking over certain prerogatives of
the khalif ate may result in radical changes in the Islamic
world; but the prestige of the Turkish Nationalists is a
mighty force to have and to hold. The ex-Sultan of
Turkey, who asserts that he has not abdicated, is resting
in Europe. While it is whispered that the Aga Khan,
the Emir of Afghanistan, or the Sultan of Morocco is
being groomed as the Padishah, a more likely choice
would appear to be a member of the tribe of Khoreish
whose representatives are widely-posted at Mecca, Am-

